An overview of the evolution of computer models for simulation of chromatin folding is presented. Chromatin is the protein/nucleic acid fiber that stores the genetic material in higher organisms. Many biological questions concerning the fiber structure and its dependence on internal and external factors remain a puzzle. Modeling and simulation can in theory provide molecular view for analysis, but the sheer size and range of spatial and temporal scales involved require tailored multiscale models. Our first-generation, macroscopic models ignored histone tail flexibility but generated insights into preferred zigzag configurations and folding/unfolding dynamics at univalent salt. The second-generation mesoscale models incorporated histone tail flexibility, linker histones, and the presence of divalent ions. Recent results reveal the profound compaction induced by linker histones and the polymorphic fiber structure at divalent salt environments, with a small fraction of the linker DNAs bent rather than straight for ultimate compaction. Our chromatin model can be extended further to study many important questions dealing with histone tail post-translational modifications, the effects of variations in linker DNA length and of histone variants on chromatin structure, and the nature of higher-order fiber structures. 
Introduction
One of the current challenges in scientific computing is model development that entails bridging the resolution among different spatial and temporal scales. In biological applications, a wide range of spatial scales defines systems, from the quantum particles to atomic, molecular, cellular, organ, system and genome entities. Temporal scales range from sub-femtosecond for electronic motion to billions of years of evolutionary changes. As our computing power and algorithms have improved, problems of greater scientific significance can be addressed with enhanced confidence and accuracy. However, developing appropriate molecular models and simulation algorithms to answer specific biological questions that require bridging all-atom details with the macroscopic view of activity on the cellular level remains an ad-hoc endeavor which requires as much art as science.
As a special volume of SIAM's journal on Multiscale Modeling and Simulation illustrated [1] , multiscale biology is being developed by many varied techniques and applied to a variety of problems, such as involving protein and RNA threedimensional structures, DNA supercoiling, ribosomal motions, DNA packaging in viruses, heart muscle motion, RNA translation, or fruit fly circadian rhythm. For these applications, techniques involve hierarchical methods that transform fast, low-resolution to slower, higher-resolution models; dynamics propagation using projection of standard molecular dynamics to longer timescales using master-equation methods; rigid-body dynamics; elastic or normal-mode models; and coarse-grained studies of slow, large-scale motions and features using differential equations for global properties or statistical methods.
This chapter describes the evolution of our group's models from macroscopic to mesoscopic scales developed to study chromatic folding; the focus is on presenting an overview of the models and results rather than simulation details which can be found in the individual papers. The chromatin fiber is the protein/DNA complex in eukaryotes that stores the genetic material [2] . With recent discoveries that point to a "second code" in DNA, a nucleosomepositioning code [3] , understanding chromatin structure and dynamics becomes central, since transcription regulation and hence the most fundamental biological processes depend on chromatin architecture. This is because such fundamental cellular processes that are DNA-template directed require direct access to the DNA material, which must be unraveled from its compact folded state with the cellular protein matrix [2] .
Following a brief introduction into the biology of chromatin, we describe development of physical models, energy functions, and simulation algorithms (Monte Carlo, Brownian Dynamics) for chromatin that gradually incorporated greater molecular complexity. We then mention how the models were validated against experiments and describe the biological findings concerning lowsalt/high-salt unfolding/folding dynamics and the structural aspects of the chromatin fiber as a function of the ionic environment (ion charge and type) and the presence of linker histones, as well as the stabilizing role of the histone tails. We conclude by mentioning future applications and required model developments.
Chromatin Structure
Superimposed upon the canonical right-handed B-DNA helix is a left-handed Fig.1 superhelical (or supercoiled) structure that facilitates fundamental templatedirected biological process like transcription and replication. In higher organisms, this supercoiled DNA is wrapped around proteins, much like a long yarn around many spools (Fig. 1 , taken from [4] ). These proteins anchors consist of a core of 8 histone proteins -two copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 -whose flexible positively-charged tails extrude from the cylindrical-like core to help shield the negatively charged DNA chain. These proteins, along with the wrapped DNA, form the basic building block of chromatin, the nucleosome [5] . Additional, linker-histone proteins are needed for compacting the chromatin fiber into condensed states [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The diameter of the chromatin fiber -30nm -is widely quoted as the dimension at physiological ionic environments, but its detailed structure is unknown. However, this dimension represents only a DNA compaction factor of about 40 ( Fig. 1 ). Very condensed states at certain stages of the cell cycle likely involve fiber/fiber interactions and further compaction by structural proteins [12, 13, 14, 15] . Thus, to pack the genomic material into the cell whose diameter of ∼5µm is smaller by more than five orders of magnitude than the linear length of the DNA stored, a severe folding problem must be solved. This multiscale "DNA folding problem" is a challenge to both experimentalists and modelers because the resolution of the respective techniques is limited [16] . X-ray crystallography has produced very detailed structures of the nucleosome building block (∼150bp of DNA wrapped around the histone octamer) [17, 5] , including the recent tetranucleosome [18] , while electron microscopy can provide macroscopic fiber views and dynamic techniques can measure polymer properties like diffusion properties or sedimentation coefficients [19] . Modeling on the level of the nucleosome is already too challenging for all-atom approaches while macroscopic elastic models for long supercoiled DNA (e.g., [20, 21] ) are inappropriate for the molecular complexity of the fiber. Hence modeling fiber structure and motion requires specialized models that treat the system's electrostatics as accurately as possible -since these features are thought to be crucial for chromatin organization -while approximating others so as to make possible studies of nucleosome arrays (or oligonucleosomes) with sufficient configurational sampling (e.g., 100 million configurations) or simulation times of milliseconds and longer to be biologically relevant. In recent years, a variety of computational models have been developed (e.g., [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] ).
A key question for investigation is what is the precise organization of the chromatin fiber at various physiological conditions (e.g., ionic concentrations). In particular, how do these structures depend on the presence of linker histones and variations in the linker DNA length? What is the role of the histone tails in fiber compaction? And what are the energetics of folding/unfolding? Already, many experimental and theoretical studies have proposed various structural possibilities (e.g., see [29] ). Two broad classes are the solenoid, a Fig.2 helical arrangement in which the linker DNA is bent (e.g., [9, 30] ), and the zigzag, in which the linker DNA is mostly straight [18, 31] . Figure 2 illustrates some possible chromatin architectures with associated internucleosome patterns. Besides the classic solenoid and 2-start zigzag models, an interdigitated solenoid [9] is also shown. Many structural studies converge upon the irregular two-start zigzag which brings each nucleosome into closest contact with its second nearest neighbor (i±2). Solenoid -like structures, however, have dominant interactions between each successive pair of nucleosome (i±1) and/or involving (i±5) or (i±6) [32] depending on the repeated patterns (see Fig. 2 ). Both monovalent and divalent ions as well as linker histones are known to affect these patterns significantly since, through electrostatic shielding, they can allow fiber segments to come into closer contact. In addition, it is likely that fiber structure is polymorphic [33, 34] , so that several morphologies exist and interchange depending on detailed conditions in the cell. Chromatin modeling and simulation, thus, has the potential to add important insights into these questions and provide detailed structures for analysis. Our first-generation "macroscopic" models treated the nucleosome and the wound DNA according to general mechanical and electrostatic properties, with the histone tails approximated as rigid bodies and linker histones neglected ( Fig.  3 ) [24, 35, 36, 37, 38] . As Fig. 3 shows, the nucleosome core is represented as a large regular disk and a short slender disk for part of the H3 histone tail resolved in the 1997 crystal structure [17] with discrete charges determined to approximate the PoissonBoltzmann solution of the electric field using our program DiSCO (Discrete Surface Charge Optimization) (see Fig.4 ) [35] ; the minimization is performed efficiently using our truncated Newton code TNPACK [39] . The linker DNA is denoted by charged beads using the wellknown wormlike/chain model for supercoiled DNA developed by Allison and coworkers (as applied in [20] ) using the Stigter charged cylinder electrostatics formulation. For dynamics, variables r i are defined on each core and each linker DNA bead, each associated with a local Euler coordinate frame (Fig. 5) . The advantage of this model is its relative simplicity and the fact that most associated energy parameters are taken directly from experiment. Fig. 5 shows typical stretching, bending, twisting, electrostatic Debye-Hückel, and excluded volume terms used for the model. For Brownian dynamics, we use complete hydrodynamics to treat both the translation and rotation of nucleosome cores and linker DNA beads (Fig. 5, right) , making possible nanosecond to microsecond simulations to capture folding/unfolding events of short polymers. Specifically, translational diffusion constants (D t ) were verified against experimental values for dimers and trimers, with a gentle linker-DNA bending noted for the latter, explaining the experimentally-noted sharper increase of D t with the salt concentration [24] . The accordion-like opening at low salt of a polynucleosome can already be captured with this simple model (Fig. 6 ). Moreover, a 30nm helical zigzag naturally emerges from the trimer geometry with a packing ratio of 4 nucleosomes per 11nm (Fig. 6 ). When the new crystal structure with full tails was resolved crystallographically in 2002 [40] , we extended the DiSCO optimization approach to handle irregular surfaces (Fig. 7 ) [37] . With this new model, the salt-dependent folding of nucleosomal arrays was captured, along with explanations for the energetics involved (Fig. 7) . Namely, at low salt, linker DNA repulsion triggers array unfolding while, at high salt, internucleosomal attraction from histone tail regions of the core triggers folding, with the H3 tails dominating internucleosomal attraction.
The First-Generation Macroscopic Chromatin Models and Results
The importance of these histone tail interactions signaled to us that histone tails flexibility must be incorporated for further resolution and studies of chromatin structure and dynamics. Indeed, the histone tails are known to be crucial for compacting chromatin and, via biochemical modifications such as acetylation, methylation, and phosphorylation, can affect signaling pathways and transcriptional regulation. Detailed structures and physical insights are needed to interpret such observations.
The Second-Generation Mesoscopic Chromatin Model and Results
To incorporate histone tail flexibility as well as linker histones, we applied coarse graining to add components compatible with the nucleosome and linker DNA units (Fig. 8) [41] . Namely, starting from the amino-acid/subunit model of Warshel and Levitt [42] , for each histone tail (where each residue is a bead), we simulated Brownian dynamics of the tails and further coarse-grained the polymers to obtain parameterized protein beads (charges, excluded volume, harmonic stretching and bending) that reproduced configurational properties of the subunit model.
To model the linker histone, we use the model of the rat H1d linker histone [43, 44] and represent the globular domain (76 residues) by one bead and the Cterminal domain (110 residues) by two beads, rigidly attached to the nucleosome core along the dyad as suggested experimentally (Fig. 8) ; we neglect the shorter (33-residue) N-terminal domain for simplicity.
The resulting oligonucleosome simulation model is extended accordingly, so that each independent variable (one per core, each linker DNA, linker histone, and histone tail bead) is associated with an Euler coordinate frame.
With this more complex, "mesoscopic" model, Brownian dynamics simulations were too computationally intensive. We therefore sampled oligonucleosome configuration space by Monte Carlo simulations with tailored local moves for translation and rotation of nucleosome core and linker DNA, global pivots of the polymer, and histone tail-regrowth moves; a new, end-transfer configurational bias method was developed to regrow tails at apposite ends so as to scale quadratically with polymer size rather than exponentially as in traditional configurational-bias MC [45] . The new chromatin model was validated against experiments as well as against the rigid-histone-tail model for configuration-dependent measurements such as sedimentation coefficients, S 20,W (which measures how fast a polymer sediments in a fluid), translational diffusion constants (D t ), and tail-to-tail mononucleosome diameters (D max ) (see Fig. 9 ) [41] . Not only did the refined model results compare well with experiment; results for the flexible-tail model improved upon results for the earlier, rigid-tail model. Oligonucleosome dynamics (Fig. 10) reveal the dynamic nature of the histone tails, the strong repulsion among linker DNA at low salt, and the significant internucleosomal attraction mediated by the histone tails at high salt conditions. Note that zigzag topologies dominate at monovalent ion conditions, with fiber axis bending leading to fiber/fiber cross interactions (Fig. 10) . In fact, we found that each histone tail has a unique role in fiber organization because of its size and location [28] : the H4 tails mediate the strongest internucleosomal interactions; the H3 tails bind strongly to parental DNA to screen the negatively-charged linker DNAs; and the H2A and H2B tails, located at the periphery of the nucleosome, mediate the most fiber/fiber interactions.
The most interesting aspect of our recent studies involves the dramatic effect of linker histone and divalent ions on fiber organization. The latter was modeled as a first approximation by setting the Debye parameter κ to the inverse DNA diameter κ =1/(2.5) nm, to allow the DNA beads to almost touch one another. Moreover, the linker DNA bending persistence length was reduced from 50 to 30nm to mimick magnesium effects [46] . Fig.11 As Fig. 11 shows [47] , without linker histones and a monovalent concentration of c s = 0.15M, the fiber organizes as a classic open zigzag with a sedimentation coefficient S 20,W of 39±1.2S (compared to 37S experimentally) and a packing ratio of 4 nucleosomes per 11nm. When the linker histone is added, sandwiching the entering and exiting linker DNA from each nucleosome, a rigid stem forms to allow closer contact; the fiber is markedly more compact (S 20,W =49±1.7S, compared to 55.6S experimentally, and packing ratio of 7 nucleosomes per 11nm). The linker DNAs remain relatively straight as in the classic zigzag (see below). When divalent counter ions are incorporated (to mimick 1mM Mg 2+ ), further compaction follows: S 20,W =54±2.2S (compared to 60S experimentally, and 8 nucleosomes per 11nm). Moreover, this further compaction is made possible by a tendency to bend a small proportion (e.g., 15%) of the linker DNAs rather than maintain all straight orientations. The dynamics associated with these fibers at these different conditions (Fig.10) emphasize the greater flexibility and open structure without linker histones versus the more rigid and compact structures with linker histones. This surprising result, of a compact fiber architecture at divalent ionic condition involving both straight and bent linker DNAs, was analyzed further using internucleosomal interaction patterns (Fig. 12) . The entries of these interaction matrices, I'(i,j) measure the intensity of tail-mediated interactions between nucleosomes; i and j (i.e., fraction of configurations over a 200-million MC ensemble where the two nucleosome cores are within 80% of the van der Waals radii). The one-dimensional plot I(k) decomposes the interactions (i, i±k) for k=1,2,3. . . . Fig. 12 shows that (i±2) and (i±3) interactions dominate without linker histone at monovalent salt (left column), reflecting zigzag configuration with some third-neighbor interactions. With the linker histone, (i±2) interactions domi-nate, producing the classic zigzag architecture (compare to Fig.2 ). In this structure, the nucleosome/nucleosome distances (d 12 ) and triplet angles (θ) formed by 3 consecutive nucleosome narrows considerably (Fig. 12, bottom) . When, in addition, divalent ions are included (right column), (i±1) interactions indicative of solenoid configurations appear, with a bimodal θ distribution reflecting a mixture of mostly straight and some bent linker DNA.
This intriguing suggestion for a hybrid compact fiber in divalent ion conditions was recently verified by a new experimental technique termed EMANIC which uses formaldehyde cross-linking followed by unfolding and EM visualization to capture internucleosomal patterns [47] . Such an ensemble of interchanging configurations with straight and bent linker DNAs is energetically advantageous since linker DNA bending can minimize repulsion at the fiber axis. Moreover, it merges both classic models of zigzag and solenoid for optimal compaction!
Future Perspective
Elucidating the structural details of the chromatin fiber and its dynamics at various physiological conditions and chemical compositions will undoubtedly remain an ongoing challenge for both modelers and experimental scientists. This is because of the magnitude of the folding problem -from the open "beads-ona-string" -like model at low salt of width 10 nm to very condensed states of mitotic chromosomes at "silent" stages of the cell cycle [2] . In addition, chromatin structure varies depending on the presence of specific linker histones (e.g., H1, H5), the length of the linker DNA (which roughly varies from 20 to 80bp), the histone proteins themselves (which have well known variants), and the modified states of the tails. Four specific problems for modeling involving these components are described below, along with associated modeling development issues.
Linker DNA Length Effects. Though many experiments suggest typical two-start helix models for fiber organization based on zigzag arrangement of nucleosome as revealed by electron microscopy, in vivo studies of linker-length variations have not been systematic. Recently, Robinson et al. [9] have prepared in vitro assays of oligonucleosome with linker lengths varying from 10 to 70 bp. Surprisingly, they found two distinct fiber structures: a diameter of 33nm and repeat pattern of 11 nucleosome per 11nm for 10-40 bp linker lengths, and a diameter of 44nm and 15 nucleosomes per 11nm for the longer linker lengths (50-70bp). Moreover, based on model building, they argue that a one-start helical model with nucleosome inter-digitation and bent linker DNA explains these observations. However, this solenoid form differs from the favored zigzag configuration observed widely by X-ray crystallography [18] .
These contradictory findings are puzzling, particularly since Robinson et al. [9] suggest that the linker histones alter the chromatin geometry to reconcile the findings. But our simulations and the hand-in-hand experiments by the Grigoryev group [47] show that linker histones favor the zigzag structure and that instead divalent ions lead to some bending in linker lengths (Fig. 11) . Thus, simulations with varied linker lengths are needed to reconcile these observations and provide atomic views and energetic estimates to interpret the linker-length effects. This application of linker-length variations is easily performed with our current mesoscale model of the chromatin fiber.
Histone Variant Effects. The naturally occurring histone variant H2A.Z of H2A has been associated with assembly of specialized compacted forms of chromatin [4] . Remarkably, H2A.Z can alter the equilibrium dynamics of the fiber compared to H2A. It has been hypothesized that electrostatics differences between the two proteins are responsible for these profoundly different structural effects, and that different residues on H2A/H2A.Z interact differently with the H4 tails to impart these global effects. Other experiments reveal that a different variant, namely H2.Bbd has an opposite effect, promoting unfolding of condensed chromatin [48] . These problems form excellent questions for modeling. However, successful studies will likely require model enhancements since a 20-40% sequence homology difference of the variants compared to wildtype H2A may require more sensitive accounts than our current united-residue model. In fact, atomic-level modeling of the various histones H2A may be required to obtain potentials of mean force for each one and then incorporate these averaged force fields into the mesoscale oligonucleosome model. With this modification, varying the concentration of H2A and its variants (e.g., 60% H2A, 40% H2A.Z) and their distribution along the polymer chain is readily amenable for simulation.
Histone Tail Modifications. The histone-code hypothesis, in which different histone proteins are chemically modified to regulate transcription [49] , is one of the fundamental tenets in modern biology. Because the N-termini of the histone tails are flexible and disordered in the crystal state, post-translational modifications can trigger fiber changes and specific biological functions. However, how these chemical modifications contribute to fiber packaging and folding/unfolding events is not well understood. For example, acetylation (adding -COCH 3 units to arginine and lysine residues) can prevent condensation at high salt (e.g., when applied to lysine 16 of H4), while methylation (adding -CH 3 moieties to arginine and lysine residues) can cause folding when applied to lysine 9 of H3 but unfolding when applied to lysine 4 of H3.
In theory, modeling and simulation can systematically test these changes to interpret the structural effects. However, as above, a detailed residue model with accurate electrostatics may be needed on a fine level and integrated with a coarser model of oligonucleosome chains. A finer level of modeling would also require more careful parameterization of the non-electrostatic terms.
Higher-Order Chromatin Organization. Silent phases of the cell cycle are associated with heterochromatin -a highly condensed, highly ordered state of nucleosomal arrays, possibly compacted through clusters of repetitive DNA elements found at centromeres and telomeres [50] . Understanding heterochromatin formation and transformations is thought to be key to deciphering epigenetic control of the genome. Crucial to formation of heterochromatin are the binding of many chromatin-regulating (including linker) proteins as well as histone tail modifications, two elements of which may act in concert. From studies of mammalian nuclei, fibers of diameter ∼500-700nm have been suggested. This high level of compaction must involve a decrease of the vacant spaces in the ∼30nm fiber through inter-digitation of nucleosomes, a generalization of single fiber inter-digitation, as shown in Fig. 2 . Fiber cross-linking must be enhanced by linker histones, chromatin binding proteins like MeCP2 [51] , and divalent ions. Modeling can in theory explore these potential inter-digitated fiber states and study the dependencies on the above factors.
To a first approximation the mesoscale model described here could be expanded to account for multiple oligonucleosome chains with attractive electrostatic interactions that mimick bridging effects of protein cofactors, linker histones, and divalent ions. Such studies could examine the feasibility of interdigitation of various solenoid, zigzag, or hybrid fiber models to exclude certain geometric possibilities and suggest favorable topologies. More detailed studies would require construction de novo of a new bio-molecular network model appropriate for such complex investigations of multiple fiber/protein interactions.
Conclusions
As demonstrated in this overview, understanding chromatin structure, function, and dynamics is a challenging enterprise amenable to innovative multiscale models. As new developments in biology, modeling, and scientific computing are made available, more intricate models can be designed with more challenging questions addressed. In the not-too-distant future, I envision an all-atom simulation of an oligonucleosome (millions of atoms) and, within a few decades, a realistic simulation of the entire cell cycle of chromatin organization and associated epigenetic control! Biologists, chemists, and mathematics/physical scientists should continue to combine their expertise to achieve these exciting goals.
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Figure captions Figure 1 : Eukaryotic DNA in the cell (from [4] ). In eukaryotes, the DNA is organized in the chromatin fiber, a complex made of DNA wrapped around core of 8 proteins, 2 copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, H4. The chromatin building block is the nucleosome. At low salt, the fiber forms "beads-on-a-string" like models and, at physiological salt concentrations, it compacts into the 30nm fiber, whose detailed structure is unknown. Much more condensed fiber structures are formed during transcription-silent phases of the cell cycle. In each level of organization shown, the pink unit represents the system from the prior level, to emphasize the compaction ratio involved. Note also that at lengths much less than the DNA persistence length (which is ∼150 bp), the DNA is relatively straight but, at much longer lengths, the DNA is very flexible. Figure 2 : Three hypothesized chromatin arrays are shown from the top and side with black nucleosome cores. In the classical zigzag model [18] , DNA is shown in orange and blue, and nucleosomes i interact with i ± 2. In the classical solenoid model [30] , DNA is shown in pink and blue, and nucleosomes i interact with i ± 1 and i ± 6. In the interdigitated solenoid model [9] , DNA is shown in pink and blue, and nucleosomes i interact on the flat sides with i ± 5, i ± 6, and on the narrow edges at i ± 11. Yellow arrows point to visible nucleosomes, and grey arrows point behind the chromatin to hidden nucleosomes.
Images at bottom were reprinted with permission from: (left) Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (Fig.3 To optimize the charges on the surface representing the histone octamer with wrapped DNA, we distribute charges homogeneously on the surface and choose charges to approximate the electric field of the atomistic core by a Debye-Hückel approximation in a region V', separated from the surface by a distance d, where the Debye-Hückel (linear) approximation is valid. Optimization is performed efficiently using our truncated Newton method TNPACK [39] . We found that 277 particles yielded an error of <10% are a large range of monovalent salt [35] . Figure 5 : Model for chromatin dynamics and energetics. On top, the basic unit along with position vector and coordinates for core and linker DNA beads are shown [24] . On bottom, the governing energies and Brownian dynamics protocol are described. Figure 6 : Nucleosome array trajectory snapshots from 10ns Brownian dynamics simulations with the macroscopic model for dinucleosome, trinucleosome, and 12-nucleosome systems [35] . The linker DNA from the wormlike chain model is shown in red, and the nucleosomes are the cylindrically shaped objects with electrostatic charges colored on a scale of red as negative to blue as positive. The dinucleosome and trinucleosome systems reflect compact structures under high univalent salt concentrations (50mM). The 12-nucleosome array expands as the negatively charged linker DNAs repel one another at low univalent salt concentrations (10mM). At the bottom, the 30nm fiber consisting of 48-nucleosomes was refined using Monte Carlo methods from a solenoid starting structure that was constructed using the dinucleosome folding motif. Figure 7 : The irregular DiSCO algorithm and associated results. The algorithms create designed to create an irregular surface for the nucleosome so that tail geometries (though rigid) are captured (top) [37] . This model captured the salt-dependent folding and unfolding of chromatin (bottom) at different univalent salt environment [38] . Figure 8 : Mesoscopic oligonucleosome model. The irregular DiSCO model for the nucleosome without tails is combined with a coarse-grained representation of the histone tails and the linker histones [41] . Figure 9 : Experimental validation of flexible-tail model for sedimentation coefficients, diffusion constants, and mono nucleosome extension [41] . Results show good agreement with experiment and better reproduction of the data composed to the rigid-tail model. Figure 10 : Nucleosome arrays with flexible histone tails simulated using the mesoscale chromatin model by Monte Carlo. The tails are colored as: H2A-yellow, H2B-red, H3-blue, and H4-green. The leftmost two columns illustrate behavior of 12-nucleosome arrays under low (10mM) and high (200mM) univalent salt concentrations. At low salt, the negatively charged linker DNAs (red) repel one another and expand the array, while at high salt, the chromatin fiber condenses. The other columns show the behavior of 48-nucleosome arrays at high (200mM) monovalent salt concentrations with linker DNA colored grey and nucleosome cores colored black at three compositions: without linker histones without magnesium (-LH-Mg); with linker histone H1 (cyan) without magnesium(+LH-Mg) ; and with linker histone H1with magnesium (+LH+Mg). Note the compaction introduced by linker histone as well as divalent ions. Figure 11 : Representative fiber architectures without linker histone, without magnesium ions (top); with linker histone but without magnesium ions (middle); and with both linker histones and divalent ions (bottom). The histone tail analyses at bottom reveal the important role of the tails in stabilizing structures, especially when linker histone is present. Figure 12 : Internucleosomal nteraction patterns (averaged over 100,000 configurations from 200 million MC steps) for the three systems as in Fig. 11 (LH=linker histone, Mg=magnesium ions). The pairwise pattern show the zigzag preference of the fiber without magnesium ions, and the introduction of solenoid-like (bent-DNA) features when divalent ions are introduced. The fiber compaction trends are also evident from analyses of the respective internucleosome distances, triplet and quadroplet angles for successive nucleosomes [47] . 
